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Utilitarianism Jun 01 2021
Classic from the year 2008 in
the subject Philosophy -
Philosophy of the 19th Century,
- entries in the bibliography,

language: English, abstract:
First published in 1861. There
are few circumstances among
those which make up the
present condition of human
knowledge, more unlike what
might have been expected, or
more significant of the
backward state in which
speculation on the most
important subjects still lingers,
than the little progress which
has been made in the decision
of the controversy respecting
the criterion of right and



wrong. From the dawn of
philosophy, the question
concerning the summum
bonum, or, what is the same
thing, concerning the
foundation of morality, has
been accounted the main
problem in speculative thought,
has occupied the most gifted
intellects, and divided them
into sects and schools, carrying
on a vigorous warfare against
one another. And after more
than two thousand years the
same discussions continue,
philosophers are still ranged
under the same contending
banners, and neither thinkers
nor mankind at large seem
nearer to being unanimous on
the subject, than when the
youth Socrates listened to the

old Protagoras, and asserted (if
Plato's dialogue be grounded
on a real conversation) the
theory of utilitarianism against
the popular morality of the so-
called sophist. ...]
Silver Falls Jul 27 2023 Rachel
is finally getting it right. After
years of wandering, she's
married the perfect man and
settled into the ideal life. But
as her sleepy little town turns
into a killing ground, she
realizes that this new life might
come at too high a price. Caleb
Middleton says he's returned
home to set things right. But as
her husband's dangerous
brother circles like a hungry
wolf, poking holes in her
perfect world, Rachel draws
her young daughter in close.

The rain and violence keep
coming, and Rachel must
decide whether to trust her
dream life or her
instincts…before the town of
Silver Falls becomes her grave.
Bonnie and Stan Aug 16 2022
'A fresh, original love story,
beautifully told.' RUTH
HOGAN, author of The Keeper
of Lost Things After 50 years
together Stan still adores his
wife... so why is he dating
again? Bonnie and Stan are
soulmates. They met during the
Swinging Sixties, to the
soundtrack of The Beatles and
the Merseybeat scene. Now
they've grown up and grown
old together, had children and
grandchildren. They are finally
building their dream home,



when disaster strikes. Stan is
running out of time, and can't
bear the thought of leaving
Bonnie alone. Alongside his
teenage granddaughter Greya,
he forms a plan to find Bonnie
a new love of her life. And she
must never find out... Bonnie &
Stan is a poignant, surprising
love story set during the
Swinging Sixties and the
present day. Ultimately feel-
good and full of emotion,
Bonnie & Stan will make your
heart sing.
Adventure Feb 19 2023
Young Mungo Jan 09 2022 A
story of queer love and
working-class families, Young
Mungo is the brilliant second
novel from the Booker Prize-
winning author of Shuggie Bain

Acclaimed as one of the best
books of the year by NPR,
Kirkus Reviews, Time, and
Amazon, and named a Top 10
Book of the Year by the
Washington Post, Young
Mungo is a brilliantly
constructed and deeply moving
story of queer love and
working-class families by the
Booker Prize–winning author of
Shuggie Bain. Growing up in a
housing estate in Glasgow,
Mungo and James are born
under different stars—Mungo a
Protestant and James a
Catholic—and they should be
sworn enemies. Yet against all
odds, they fall in love as they
find sanctuary and dream of
escape in the pigeon dovecote
that James has built for his

prize racing birds. But when
Mungo’s mother sends him on
a fishing trip to a remote loch
with two strange men, he will
need all his strength and
courage to find his way back to
a place where he and James
might still have a future.
The Motley Fool's Money
After 40 Oct 18 2022 With
their famous wit, seasoned
advice, and impeccable
business savvy, the bestselling
financial duo shows baby
boomers how to build wealth
and security -- and how to
afford anything they want when
the work is done. Whether
retirement is on the distant
horizon or right under your
nose, The Motley Fool's Money
After 40 is for anyone who



wants a stable future free from
financial anxiety. Baby
boomers will learn how to
fortify their portfolios to
weather any economic climate
and live the life they want
regardless of the market's
peaks and valleys. Applying the
principles of commonsense
money management, David and
Tom Gardner first explain how
to predict what you will need
and desire when you stop
working. Do you want to
volunteer in the community?
Do you want the resources to
turn a hobby into a small
business? Do you want to build
an addition to your house for
grandchildren? In plain
language, the Gardners guide
you in creating realistic

financial goals. From owning
the right size home to affording
sufficient health coverage, from
sending your kids to college to
taking that exotic vacation, The
Motley Fool's Money After 40
explains how to: Organize your
finances to preserve the funds
you already have Master estate
planning Create and protect
wealth for your children and
grandchildren Live a healthy,
productive life free from
anxiety and spiced with
adventure Using real-life
examples and action plans that
eliminate the drudgery of
managing your income, David
and Tom Gardner will help you
understand exactly how to
draw up financial plans sturdy
enough to transport dreams.

Designed to simultaneously
educate, amuse, and enrich the
reader, The Motley Fool's
Money After 40 is a one-stop
financial guidebook for gilding
your golden years. The good
life is within your reach under
the tutelage of the Fools.
Jane Yolen Apr 23 2023 A
biography of Jane Yolen, a
prolific and well-known writer
of juvenile literature.
Jesus the Holy Fool Sep 28
2023 Richly written, Jesus the
Holy Fool combines diverse
images from religious
traditions, world literature,
Jungian archetype, and
Scripture. Weaving the best
theology and spirituality, Jesus
the Holy Fool is a fresh and
inviting Christology. The



Scriptures tell us that religious
leaders thought Jesus was
"possessed," and his own family
thought he was "crazy." In his
open table fellowship, choice of
followers, radical passion, and
his death and resurrection,
Jesus was willing to appear as a
fool for the sake of God's reign.
His teachings--especially the
parables, paradoxes, and the
beatitudes--advocate a way of
life that is grounded in Holy
Foolishness. Through an
archetypal examination of the
fool motif as it applies to Jesus
in the Gospels, Jesus the Holy
Fool develops the connections
between holiness and folly.
Offering new insights into
Christology and exploring its
practical pastoral

ramifications, Jesus the Holy
Fool presents Holy Foolishness
as a paradigm for the Christian
journey and as a new model of
what it means for us to be
church.
Recovering Women's Past Nov
30 2023 Feminist rewriting of
history is designed not merely
to reshape our collective
memory and collective
imaginary but also to challenge
deeply ingrained paradigms
about knowledge production.
This feminist rewriting raises
important questions for early
modern scholars, especially in
bringing to life the works of our
foremothers and in
reconsidering women’s agency.
Recovering Women’s Past,
edited by Séverine Genieys-

Kirk, is a collection of essays
that focus on how women born
before the nineteenth century
have claimed a place in history
and how they have been
represented in the collective
memory from the Renaissance
to the twenty-first century.
Scrutinizing the legacies of
such politically minded women
as Catherine de’ Medici, Queen
Isabella of Castile, Emilie du
Châtelet, and Olympe de
Gouges, the volume’s
contributors reflect on how our
histories of women (in
philosophy, literature, history,
and the visual and performative
arts) have been shaped by the
discourses of their
representation, how these
discourses have been



challenged, and how they can
be reassessed both within and
beyond the confines of
academia. Recovering Women’s
Past disseminates a more
accurate, vital history of
women’s past to engage in
more creative and artistic
encounters with our
intellectual foremothers by
creating imaginative modes of
representing new knowledge.
Only in these interactions will
we be able to break away from
the prevailing stereotypes
about women’s roles and
potential and advance the
future of feminism.
The Crazy Fool Feb 02 2024
Jon Stewart Mar 11 2022 This
biography profiles Jon Stewart,
television's most incisive

deliverer of the fake news. As
the host of The Daily Show with
Jon Stewart, he has attracted a
vast audience that sees him as
one of the few credible sources
of cultural critique TV. As
comfortable and adept at
interviewing Pakistani
President Pervez Musharraf,
U.S. President Barack Obama,
activist Al Sharpton, or political
commentator Bill O'Reilly as he
is chatting with Angelina Jolie,
Bill Gates, or Denis Leary, Jon
Stewart has emerged as one of
the hottest television
personalities and most
powerful media icons of the
21st century. The Daily Show
with Jon Stewart, currently
Comedy Central's longest
running show, has launched

the successful careers of
Stephen Colbert (host of The
Colbert Report) and Steve
Carell (star of The 40 Year Old
Virgin and the popular
television series The Office),
and an appearance on
Stewart's half-hour segment is
coveted by both political
figures and Hollywood
celebrities as one of the most
important places to be seen.
Well-read, impossibly well-
versed in current events,
charismatic, and self-
deprecating, Stewart has
successfully garnered a broad-
based following of viewers,
from teens to senior citizens.
Ideal for students and general
readers alike, this biography
profiles the always



controversial, always prepared
Stewart, including his early
life, his first break in comedy,
and his meteoric rise to joining
an elite group of well-known
and often-quoted media
personalities.
Queen's Own Fool May 05 2024
When twelve-year-old Nicola
leaves Troupe Brufort and
serves as the fool for Mary,
Queen of Scots, she
experiences the political and
religious upheavals in both
France and Scotland.
Sugar in the Blood Aug 28
2023 From the author of an
acclaimed biography of
Josephine Bonaparte: a
stunning history of the
interdependence of sugar,
slavery, and colonial settlement

in the New World--from the
17th century to the present.
Cold Granite Jul 15 2022 DCI
Logan McRae returns to his job
in Aberdeen CID after
recuperating from a stab
wound and finds himself
assigned to a brutal serial killer
case. Martin's Press.
The Rogues Jan 01 2024 A
Highland lad joins forces with a
notorious Scottish “Robin
Hood” to seek revenge on the
greedy laird who destroyed the
boy’s village Authors Jane
Yolen and Robert J. Harris have
garnered resounding critical
acclaim for their thrilling
historical novels that bring
Scotland’s colorful past to
breathtaking life. Now they
return to the Highlands with an

enthralling tale of a young
boy’s lawless coming of age
during the dark days of the
Clearances. The early years of
the 19th century are hard times
for farmers in the Scottish
Highlands. Young Roddy
Macallan and his family are
among the villagers cruelly
driven from their lands when a
new laird decides it would be
more profitable to lease the
ground to English sheep
farmers. Returning in secret to
the ruins of his home to
retrieve a precious family
heirloom—a “blessing” once
presented to a Macallan
ancestor by Bonnie Prince
Charlie—Roddy is discovered
and savagely beaten by order
of the laird’s sadistic enforcer,



William Rood, who then steals
the treasure for his master.
Were it not for the timely
arrival of the notorious outlaw
Alan Dunbar, the boy would
surely be dead. Taken under
the wing of the infamous
“Rogue,” young Roddy begins a
new life as a renegade. Now,
against all odds and with the
aid and guidance of his bold
criminal mentor, the
determined lad will seek a
righteous vengeance on the
powerful villains who wronged
him and his clan.
I Sailed with Magellan Nov
18 2022 Major new fiction from
an acclaimed master From the
prizewinning writer Stuart
Dybek comes a superb new
work: a novel-in-stories, eleven

masterful tales told by a single
voice with remarkable
narrative power. In I Sailed
With Magellan, Dybek finds
characters of irrepressible
vitality amidst the stark urban
landscapes of Chicago's south
side; there, the daily
experiences of the
neighborhood are transformed
in the lush imaginative
adventures of his hero, the
restless Perry Katzek. There is
remarkable music in each of
Dybek's intertwined episodes,
the rhythm of street life
captured in all its emotional
depth and unexpected humor: a
man takes his young nephew to
a string of taverns where the
boy sings for his uncle's
bourbon; a small-time thug is

distracted from making a hit by
the mysterious reappearance of
several ex-girlfriends; two
unemployed youths hatch a
scheme to finance their road
trip to Mexico by selling
orchids stolen from the rich
side of town; a young couple's
amorous beach adventure is
interrupted when an
unexpected visitor washes
ashore. As these poignant,
often funny chapters unfold,
Perry grapples toward the
exotic possibilities the world
offers him, glimpsing them
even beneath the at times
brutal surface of the inner-city.
Throughout I Sailed With
Magellan, fans of Dybek will
find the captivating
storytelling, the sharp, spare



prose, the brilliant
dramatization of resilient,
inventive humanity that they
have come to expect from him.
Staring Down the Wolf Feb
07 2022 A leadership book by
former Navy SEAL and New
York Times bestselling author
Mark Divine, Staring Down the
Wolf focuses on harnessing the
principles of purpose and
discipline in life to achieve
success. What does it take to
command a team of elite
individuals? It requires a
commitment to seven key
principles: Courage, Trust,
Respect, Growth, Excellence,
Resiliency, and Alignment. All
of these are present in an elite
team which commits to them
deeply in order to forge the

character worthy of uncommon
success. Retired Navy SEAL
Commander, entrepreneur and
New York Times bestselling
author Mark Divine (founder of
SEALFIT, NavySeal.com, and
Unbeatable Mind) reveals what
makes the culture of an elite
team, and how to get your own
team to commit to serve at an
elite level. Using principles he
learned on the battlefield,
training SEALs, and in his own
entrepreneurial and growth
company ventures, Mark knows
what it is to lead elite teams,
and how easily the team can
fail by breaching these
commitments. Elite teams
challenge themselves to step
up everyday to do the
uncommon. Developing the

principles yourself and aligning
your team around these
commitments will allow you to
thrive in VUCA (volatility,
uncertainty, complexity,
ambiguity) environments, no
matter your background or
leadership experience. Drawing
from his twenty years leading
SEALs, and twenty five years of
success and failure in
entrepreneurship and ten years
coaching corporate clients,
Mark Divine shares a very
unique perspective that will
allow you to unlock the
tremendous power of your
team. “Mark Divine has a gift
for creating highly effective
dynamic teams. Mark
interleaves key aspects of
leadership, mental toughness,



resiliency and cultivating
higher plains of existence into
a foundational concept of being
an authentic ‘Leader of
leaders.’ This book is
indispensable for anyone
looking to lead, build and foster
an elite culture.” –Mike
Magaraci, retired Force Master
Chief of Naval Special Warfare
“From his time as a
Commander in the SEAL Teams
to building several successful
multimillion dollar businesses,
Mark Divine is an authority on
building elite teams and
leaders capable of tapping
their fullest potential.” –David
Goggins, Retired Navy SEAL,
author of New York Times
Bestseller Can’t Hurt Me "To
grow to your fullest capacity in

your life and as a leader, we
need to challenge ourselves.
There’s no one I know who’s
challenged himself more than
Mark Divine. He’s the perfect
visionary to help get you out of
your comfort zone and
shattering the status quo.” –Joe
De Sena, Founder and CEO of
Spartan
Whole Earth Apr 11 2022 Told
by one of our greatest
chroniclers of technology and
society, the definitive
biography of iconic serial
visionary Stewart Brand, from
the Merry Pranksters and the
generation-defining Whole
Earth Catalog to the marriage
of environmental consciousness
and hacker capitalism and the
rise of a new planetary

culture—the story behind so
many other stories Stewart
Brand has long been famous if
you know who he is, but for
many people outside the
counterculture, early
computing, or the
environmental movement, he is
perhaps best known for his
famous mantra “Stay Hungry.
Stay Foolish.” Steve Jobs’s
endorsement of these words as
his code to live by is fitting;
Brand has played many roles,
but one of the most important
is as a model for how to live.
The contradictions are striking:
A blond-haired WASP with a
modest family inheritance,
Brand went to Exeter and
Stanford and was an army
veteran, but in California in the



1960s he became an artist and
a photographer in the thick of
the LSD revolution. While
tripping on acid on the roof of
his building, he envisioned how
valuable it would be for
humans to see a photograph of
the planet they shared from
space, an image that in the end
landed on the cover of his
Whole Earth Catalog, the
defining publication of the
counterculture. He married a
Native American woman and
was committed to protecting
indigenous culture, which
connected to a broader
environmentalist mission that
has been a through line of his
life. At the same time, he has
outraged purists because of his
pragmatic embrace of useful

technologies, including nuclear
power, in the fight against
climate change. The famous
tagline promise of his catalog
was “Access to Tools”; with
rare exceptions he rejected
politics for a focus on direct
power. It was no wonder, then,
that he was early to the
promise of the computer
revolution and helped define it
for the wider world. Brand's
life can be hard to fit onto one
screen. John Markoff, also a
great chronicler of tech
culture, has done something
extraordinary in unfolding the
rich, twisting story of Brand’s
life against its proper
landscape. As Markoff makes
marvelously clear, the streams
of individualism, respect for

science, environmentalism, and
Eastern and indigenous
thought that flow through
Brand’s entire life form a
powerful gestalt, a California
state of mind that has a
hegemonic power to this day.
His way of thinking embraces a
true planetary consciousness
that may be the best hope we
humans collectively have.
Prince Across the Water Dec 20
2022 A Highland lad comes of
age at the brutal battle of
Culloden in 18th-century
Scotland In the year 1745, the
cry goes out across the Scottish
Highlands for every able-
bodied Scotsman to take up
arms in support of Bonnie
Prince Charlie. Stalwart and
brave but prone to sudden



seizures, young Duncan longs
to join his da and the other
men of clan MacDonald in the
noble fight against the English.
His father decrees the boy
must remain behind, but the
call to war is impossible to
ignore, and when Duncan
learns of his uncle’s death in
battle, he joins his cousin Ewan
and sets out to fight for their
country and their prince. But
the reality of war is not the
glorious undertaking Duncan
has long heard spoken of and
sung in stirring ballads and
stories—and on the battlefield
of Culloden he will be tested in
ways he never could have
imagined and leave boyhood
behind forever amid the blood,
fire, and death. Critically

acclaimed, award-winning
authors Jane Yolen and Robert
J. Harris merge their
considerable storytelling
talents in a riveting, moving
tale of a young boy’s rocky and
perilous road to manhood.
Richly atmospheric and firmly
based in fact, Prince Across the
Water is enthralling historical
fiction—a powerful and
unforgettable journey back in
time and an unflinching look at
the true face of war.
Now You See Him Jun 13 2022
Francey Neeley's life has been
torn to pieces. Her handsome
and charming Irish boyfriend
turned out to be a terrorist who
was only after her fortune and
planned to kill her once he got
it. His "sister" forced Francey

to help her attempt a rescue
when his cover was blown
during a mission to assassinate
a world leader. Francey barely
escaped with her life in the
shoot-out. Now Francey's
secluded herself amidst the
beautiful, healing atmosphere
of Belle Reste, her cousin's
resort on a Jamaican island.
She's emotionally shattered
and remains under a cloud of
suspicion even after being
interrogated by every major
law enforcement agency.
Warning bells go off from the
moment British school teacher
Michael Dowd arrives to
recuperate from a car accident.
Though he's obviously
recovering from serious
injuries, she sees glimpses of a



coldly efficient predator that
make her wary of her intense
attraction to him. She made
one horrible mistake already . .
. Michael Dowd is there to find
out the truth about her
involvement; he'll seduce her if
that's what it takes. And if he
learns she was one of the
terrorists, he'll kill her. But
someone on the island is trying
to kill them both. How will
Francey know who to trust
when Michael disappears and
reappears as a perfect
stranger? Who is the villain,
and who is the savior? The
wrong answer means death.
Anne Stuart is currently
celebrating forty years as a
published novelist. She has
won every major award in the

romance field and appeared on
the NYT Bestseller List,
Publisher's Weekly, and USA
Today. Anne Stuart currently
lives in northern Vermont.
Wokeistan Mar 30 2021
President Trump has just been
inaugurated for the second
time. The students at Upstate
College are not happy. Led by
one charismatic person of
color, of African, Indigenous,
Pan Asian descent who is a
differently-abled Muslim-
Atheist, they obliterate the
college experience
forever.Wokeistan is a satire:
Politics, media, corporations,
feminism and the relationships
between men and women. In a
world where anyone to the
right of Fidel Castro is

considered a fascist, one
college professor will try to
save his school.Read this book
before it's banned, because
nothing escapes Wokeistan.
Girl in a Cage Mar 03 2024
When Robert the Bruce
becomes King of Scotland and
his daughter Marjorie becomes
a princess, Edward
Longshanks, the ruthless King
of England, captures Marjorie
and imprisons her in a cage in
the center of a town square,
where even though she is
exposed to the wind, rain, the
taunts of the townspeople, and
the scorn of Longshanks
himself, she knows that despite
current circumstances she is a
princess and will make her
father and her country proud,



whether in a castle or in a
cage. An ALA Best Book for
Young Adults. Reprint.
The Perfect Fool Oct 06 2021
The Perfect Fool charts the
progress of a collection of
misfits, spread across the wide
open spaces of Arizona and the
narrow streets of South
London, all unwittingly caught
up in a quest for the Holy Grail.
Ice Blue Sep 16 2022 Follow
the thrilling Ice Series across
the pacific with Ice Blue by of
RITA Award-winner Anne
Stuart Museum curator
Summer Hawthorne considered
the exquisite ice-blue ceramic
bowl given to her by her
beloved Japanese nanny a
treasure of sentimental
value—until somebody tried to

kill her for it. The priceless
relic is about to ignite a global
power struggle that must be
stopped at all costs. It's a
desperate situation, and
international operative Takashi
O'Brien has received his
directive: everybody is
expendable. Everybody.
Especially the woman who is
getting dangerously under his
skin as the lethal game crosses
the Pacific to the remote and
beautiful mountains of Japan,
where the truth can be as
seductive as it is deadly….
Previously published.
Save the Cat! Sep 04 2021
This ultimate insider's guide
reveals the secrets that none
dare admit, told by a show biz
veteran who's proven that you

can sell your script if you can
save the cat!
Stuart Little Jan 26 2021 The
classic story by E. B. White,
author of the Newbery Honor
Book Charlotte's Web and The
Trumpet of the Swan, about
one small mouse on a very big
adventure. Now available as an
ebook! Illustrations in this
ebook appear in vibrant full
color on a full-color device and
in rich black-and-white on all
other devices. Stuart Little is
no ordinary mouse. Born to a
family of humans, he lives in
New York City with his parents,
his older brother George, and
Snowbell the cat. Though he's
shy and thoughtful, he's also a
true lover of adventure.
Stuart's greatest adventure



comes when his best friend, a
beautiful little bird named
Margalo, disappears from her
nest. Determined to track her
down, Stuart ventures away
from home for the very first
time in his life. He finds
adventure aplenty. But will he
find his friend? Stuart Little
joins E. B. White favorites
Charlotte's Web and The
Trumpet of the Swan as classic
illustrated novels that continue
to speak to today's readers.
Whether you curl up with your
young reader to share these
books or hand them off for
independent reading, you are
helping to create what are
likely to be all-time favorite
reading memories.
It Was All a Lie Mar 23 2023

NEW YORK TIMES
BESTSELLER • From the most
successful Republican political
operative of his generation, a
searing, unflinching, and
deeply personal exposé of how
his party became what it is
today “A blistering tell-all
history. In his bare-knuckles
account, Stevens confesses
[that] the entire apparatus of
his Republican Party is built on
a pack of lies." —The New York
Times Stuart Stevens spent
decades electing Republicans
at every level, from presidents
to senators to local officials. He
knows the GOP as intimately as
anyone in America, and in this
new book he offers a
devastating portrait of a party
that has lost its moral and

political compass. This is not a
book about how Donald J.
Trump hijacked the Republican
Party and changed it into
something else. Stevens shows
how Trump is in fact the
natural outcome of five
decades of hypocrisy and self-
delusion, dating all the way
back to the civil rights
legislation of the early 1960s.
Stevens shows how racism has
always lurked in the modern
GOP's DNA, from Goldwater's
opposition to desegregation to
Ronald Reagan's welfare
queens and states' rights
rhetoric. He gives an insider's
account of the rank hypocrisy
of the party's claims to embody
"family values," and shows how
the party's vaunted



commitment to fiscal
responsibility has been a
charade since the 1980s. When
a party stands for nothing, he
argues, it is only natural that it
will be taken over by the
loudest and angriest voices in
the room.
Holy Bible (NIV) Jul 03 2021
The NIV is the world's best-
selling modern translation,
with over 150 million copies in
print since its first full
publication in 1978. This highly
accurate and smooth-reading
version of the Bible in modern
English has the largest library
of printed and electronic
support material of any modern
translation.
Irrationality Nov 06 2021
New, 21st anniversary edition,

with a new foreword by Ben
Goldacre, author of Bad
Science and Bad Pharma, and
an afterword by James Ball,
covering developments in our
understanding of irrationality
over the last two decades. Why
do doctors, army generals,
high-ranking government
officials and other people in
positions of power make bad
decisions that cause harm to
others? Why do prizes serve no
useful function? Why are
punishments so ineffective?
Why is interviewing such an
unsatisfactory method of
selection? Irrationality is a
challenging and thought-
provoking book that draws on
statistica.
Everybody's Fool Feb 27 2021

NATIONAL BESTSELLER •
The Pulitzer Prize–winning
author of Empire Falls returns
to North Bath, the Rust Belt
town first brought to
unforgettable life in Nobody’s
Fool. Now, ten years later,
Doug Raymer has become the
chief of police and is tormented
by the improbable death of his
wife—not to mention his
suspicion that he was a failure
of a husband. Meanwhile, the
irrepressible Sully has come
into a small fortune, but is
suddenly faced with a VA
cardiologist’s estimate that he
only has a year or two left to
live. As Sully frantically works
to keep the bad news from the
important people in his life, we
are reunited with his son and



grandson . . . with Ruth, the
married woman with whom he
carried on for years . . . and
with the hapless Rub Squeers,
who worries that he and Sully
aren’t still best friends. Filled
with humor, heart, and hard-
luck characters you can’t help
but love, Everybody’s Fool is a
crowning achievement from
one of the great storytellers of
our time. Look for Everybody’s
Fool, available now, and
Somebody’s Fool, coming soon.
Fool's Paradise Jun 25 2023
Through the channels of the
mass media, celebrity
psychologists urge us to realize
that society has robbed us of
our authentic selves. That
every moral standard or
prohibition imposes on our

selfhoods. That what we have
inherited from the past is false.
That we ourselves are the only
truth in a world of lies. That we
must challenge "virtually
everything." That we must
"wipe the slate clean and start
over." Each of these
"principles" is a commonplace
of pop psychology, and each
has almost unimaginably
radical implications. Where did
pop psychology come from, and
what are its promises--and
fallacies? How is it that we
have elevated people like Phil
McGraw, Theodore Rubin,
Wayne Dyer, M. Scott Peck,
Thomas Harris, John Gray, and
many other self-help gurus to
priestly status in American
culture? In Fool's Paradise, the

award-winning essayist Stewart
Justman traces the inspiration
of the pop psychology
movement to the utopianism of
the 1960s and argues that it
consistently misuses the
rhetoric that grew out of the
civil rights movement.
Speaking as it does in the name
of our right to happiness, pop
psychology promises liberation
from all that interferes with our
power to create the selves we
want. In so doing, Mr. Justman
writes, it not only defies reality
but corrodes the traditions and
attachments that give depth
and richness to human life. His
witty and astringent appraisal
of the world of pop psychology,
which quotes liberally from the
most popular sources of advice,



is an essential social corrective
as well as a vastly entertaining
and stimulating book.
Queen's Own Fool Jun 06
2024 When twelve-year-old
Nicola leaves Troupe Brufort
and serves as the fool for Mary,
Queen of Scots, she
experiences the political and
religious upheavals in both
France and Scotland.
Lady Fortune May 25 2023 Is
he a half-mad court jester or a
brilliant spy for the king? Lady
Julianna knows this much for
certain: He is no fool when it
comes to the art of seduction.
Nicholas Strangefellow is a
scoundrel prized by King Henry
himself--a court jester. Now
sent to the wedding of the Earl
of Fordham to entertain, but

secretly under orders from the
King to bring back a legendary
chalice, Nicholas is a man on a
mission that could easily be
bollixed. Suddenly the chances
of bollixing increase merrily
when he meets irresistible
Julianna, the widowed daughter
of the bride-to-be. After a
loveless arranged marriage,
Julianna plans to join a
convent. Yet she finds herself
in wickedly provocative
conversation with, of all men,
the king's mocking, ribald
"wedding present" to the Earl.
Nicholas--the jester, the fool,
and a mere commoner, who
immediately decides to seduce
her while procuring the chalice
for King Henry. What follows is
a rollicking comedy, an intrigue

spiced with villains and danger,
but most of all, a tender and
sexy romance. Nicholas is
hardly the husband a
noblewoman should choose,
and when he's faced with a
choice between desire and
betrayal, or loyalty to King and
a comfortable life, he'll have to
confront the shocking truth.
That he's become a fool for
love.
Stolen Souls Dec 08 2021
Detective Inspector Jack
Lennon of the Belfast Police
has watched the developing
cooperation between Northern
Ireland's Loyalist gangs and
immigrant Lithuanian criminals
with unease. The Lithuanians
traffic women from Eastern
Europe and Asia for the



Loyalists' brothels, and they're
all making big money in spite
of the recession that has
stopped Northern Ireland's
peace boom in its tracks.
Lennon has a more intimate
knowledge of the city's brothels
than he'll ever admit, but the
surge in trafficked girls makes
him question his lifestyle,
especially considering he has
his daughter, Ellen, to care for
now. When a Lithuanian
trafficker turns up dead on
Christmas Eve with a shard of
glass embedded in his throat,
Lennon's plans to spend the
holiday with Ellen are put in
jeopardy. The dead man was
the younger brother of a
ruthless Lithuanian crime boss,
Arturas Strazdas, and the

young Ukrainian woman who
killed him has escaped her
captors. Now Strazdas holds
the Loyalists responsible and
won't let up until everyone
involved has paid. A bloody
gang war erupts across the
city. Meanwhile, somewhere in
Belfast, Galya, the Ukrainian
girl, is running for her life,
alone and scared, clinging to
the darkest corners as the
frozen streets empty for the
holiday. Galya's captors told
her how the police deal with
illegal immigrants, that she is a
criminal in a foreign land, and
the law will not help her. And
now she is also a murderer.
She cannot be discovered by
anyone, not the cops, not the
gang who held her prisoner.

There is only one person she
can go to: a man she met on
her first day as a prostitute, a
friend who gave her a crucifix
and an address to run to if she
ever got away. He'd saved four
prostitutes before her, he's told
her, and she can be his fifth.
But when Galya arrives at the
address, she finds something
more evil than she had ever
imagined.
Fool's Gold May 01 2021 This
work skeptically explores the
notion that the internet will
soon obviate any need for
traditional print-based
academic libraries. It makes a
case for the library's staying
power in the face of
technological advancements
(television, microfilm, and CD-



ROM's were all once predicted
as the contemporary library's
heir-apparent), and devotes
individual chapters to the
pitfalls and prevarications of
popular search engines, e-
books, and the mass
digitization of traditional print
material.
Gardener's Nightcap Jan 21
2023 Gardener's Nightcap is a
gardening manual/anthology.
The Other Queen May 13
2022 Presents a tale inspired
by the story of Mary, Queen of
Scots, in a work that follows
the doomed monarch's long
imprisonment in the household
of the Earl of Shrewsbury and
his spying wife, Bess.
The Perfect Fool Apr 04 2024
“The Perfect Fool” charts the

progress of a collection of
misfits, spread across the wide
open spaces of Arizona and the
narrow streets of South
London, all unwittingly caught
up in a quest for the Holy Grail.
A Room of One's Own Aug 04
2021 A Room of One’s Own is
an essay written by Virginia
Woolf. It was published in 1929
and is based on two lectures
given by the author in 1928 at
two colleges for women at
Cambridge. In this famous
essay, Woolf addressed the
status of women, and women
artists in particular. In this
essay, the author also asserts
that a woman must have money
and a room of her own if she is
to write. According to Woolf,
women’s creativity has been

curtailed due to centuries of
prejudice and financial and
educational disadvantages. To
emphasize her view, she offers
the example of an imaginary
gifted but uneducated sister of
William Shakespeare, who,
discouraged from all eventually
kills herself. Woolf celebrates
the work of women who have
overcome that tradition and
become writers, including Jane
Austen, George Eliot, and the
Brontë sisters, Anne, Charlotte,
and Emily. In the final section
Woolf suggests that great
minds are neutral and argues
that intellectual freedom
requires financial freedom. The
author entreats her audience to
write not only fiction but
poetry, criticism, and scholarly



works as well.
Murder on the Blackboard Oct
30 2023 Schoolteacher sleuth
Miss Withers finds a dead body
during detention in this
mystery starring “one of the
world’s shrewdest and most
amusing detectives” (The New
York Times). Anise Halloran is
young to be teaching school,
and much too pretty, but third-
grade teacher Hildegarde
Withers is not the sort to
condemn a coworker just
because she wears high heels.
When she overhears nine-year-
old Buster Jones spreading
rumors about Miss Halloran
being sweet on the principal,
Miss Withers orders the
schoolyard quarterback to
write discipline on the

chalkboard one hundred times.
Anise Halloran stays late after
school, too. In fact, she stays
forever. Miss Withers finds
Anise in the cloakroom, her
head bashed in, and her high
heels strewn across the floor.
She sends Buster to fetch
Inspector Piper, the hard-nosed
detective whom she
occasionally assists with
murder inquiries, but by the
time he arrives, the body has
vanished. There is a killer
inside the elementary school,
and Buster Jones is not the only
person whom Miss Withers will
have to teach a lesson about
discipline.
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